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Figure S1: Raman spectra of pHR dark state with Cl⁻ in H₂O and D₂O
Figure S2: Raman spectra of pHR in dark state, pHRₖ, pHRₜₘₑₜ with Br⁻
Figure S3: Raman spectra of pHR in dark state, pHRₖ, pHRₜₘₑₜ with I⁻
Figure S1. Raman spectra of $\rho$HR dark state with Cl$^-$ in H$_2$O and D$_2$O
Figure S2. Raman spectra of $pHR$ in dark state, $pHR_K$, $pHR_{hypso}$ with $Br^-$. 
Figure S3. Raman spectra of pH in dark state, pH_{K}, pH_{hypso} with I⁻